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To many observers, Rwanda was a colony of the White Fathers. That Roman Catholic religious order, created in Algiers in 1868 by Cardinal
Lavigerie, evangelized the country from 1900 onwards, effectively becoming the state church. To maintain its domination, the Roman Catholic
Church's hierarchy supported the theory of the so-called hamite supremacy by selecting, educating, and establishing an elite among one of
the three Rwandan social groups, the Batutsi, who were given the monopoly of power. Frustrations and recriminations that resulted from this
injustice and its accompanying exclusion of other groups from power, led to the bloodshed of the uprisings of the 1959 revolution that
preceded independence in 1962. Then, in 1959, the Roman Catholic Church abandoned the Batutsi in favour of the Bahutu majority. From
1973 to 1994, both Catholic and Protestant leaders entered into close political relations with the regime of the MRND (Mouvement
RŽvolutionnaire National pour le DŽveloppement), which alienated them from the people of Rwanda when human rights abuses were
widespread, culminating in the war in 1990 and the genocide of 1994. If the church's mission remains that of teaching and evidencing love,
justice and righteousness (Micah 6:8), there is the need for it to recover its credibility so that it can play its part in the healing and
reconciliation of the country, and this can only be done through its confession and repentance of it failures and complicity in the tragedies.
In 2004, the Academy Award–nominated movie Hotel Rwanda lionized hotel manager Paul Rusesabagina for single-handedly saving the
lives of all who sought refuge in the Hotel des Milles Collines during Rwanda's genocide against the Tutsi in 1994. Because of the film, the
real-life Rusesabagina has been compared to Oskar Schindler, but unbeknownst to the public, the hotel's refugees don't endorse
Rusesabagina's version of the events. In the wake of Hotel Rwanda's international success, Rusesabagina is one of the most well-known
Rwandans and now the smiling face of the very Hutu Power groups who drove the genocide. He is accused by the Rwandan prosecutor
general of being a genocide negationist and funding the terrorist group Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR). In Inside the
Hotel Rwanda, survivor Edouard Kayihura tells his own personal story of what life was really like during those harrowing 100 days within the
walls of that infamous hotel and offers the testimonies of others who survived there, from Hutu and Tutsi to UN peacekeepers. Kayihura tells
of his life in a divided society and his journey to the place he believed would be safe from slaughter. Inside the Hotel Rwanda exposes Paul
Rusesabagina as a profiteering, politically ambitious Hutu Power sympathizer who extorted money from those who sought refuge, threatening
to send those who did not pay to the genocidaires, despite pleas from the hotel's corporate ownership to stop. Inside the Hotel Rwanda is at
once a memoir, a critical deconstruction of a heralded Hollywood movie alleged to be factual, and a political analysis aimed at exposing a
falsely created hero using his fame to be a political force, spouting the same ethnic apartheid that caused the genocide two decades ago.
Pottier examines how a persuasive analysis of the situation in Rwanda exacerbated the original crisis.
One Hundred Days of Silence is an important investigation into the 1994 Rwandan genocide and American foreign policy. During one
hundred days of spring, eight-hundred thousand Rwandan Tutsis and sympathetic Hutus were slaughtered in one of the most atrocious
events of the twentieth century. Drawing on declassified documents and testimony of policy makers, Jared Cohen critically reconstructs the
historical account of tacit policy that led to nonintervention. His analysis examines the questions of what the United States knew about the
genocide and how the world's most powerful nation turned a blind eye. The study reveals the ease at which an administration can not only fail
to intervene but also silence discussion of the crisis. The book argues that despite the extent of the genocide the American government was
not motivated to act due to a lack of economic interest. With precision and passion, One Hundred Days of Silence frames the debate
surrounding this controversial history.
An incisive look at the causes and consequences of the Rwandan genocide "When we captured Kigali, we thought we would face criminals in
the state; instead, we faced a criminal population." So a political commissar in the Rwanda Patriotic Front reflected after the 1994 massacre
of as many as one million Tutsis in Rwanda. Underlying his statement was the realization that, though ordered by a minority of state
functionaries, the slaughter was performed by hundreds of thousands of ordinary citizens, including judges, doctors, priests, and friends.
Rejecting easy explanations of the Rwandan genocide as a mysterious evil force that was bizarrely unleashed, When Victims Become Killers
situates the tragedy in its proper context. Mahmood Mamdani coaxes to the surface the historical, geographical, and political forces that
made it possible for so many Hutus to turn so brutally on their neighbors. In so doing, Mamdani usefully broadens understandings of
citizenship and political identity in postcolonial Africa and provides a direction for preventing similar future tragedies.
This book offers a wide-ranging discussion of the roots and consequences of ethnic strife in Burundi, and provides the reader with an
appropriate background for an understanding of Burundi's transition to multiparty democracy and the coup and violence that followed.
This book shows how Rwanda's mass courts for genocide crimes helped ensure political stability and authoritarian control for Rwandan
elites.
In The Wars Within, Robin M. Williams Jr. brings together decades of thought about ethnic conflicts in an effort to better understand their
dynamics and to lessen their disastrous consequences. Williams presents a worldwide perspective, conscious that many studies of ethnicity
focus primarily on the United States. The stakes of struggles can involve both material resources, such as oil, diamonds, and gold, and
sociocultural goods, such as group status and cultural distinctiveness. Ethnic conflict, Williams finds, can be portrayed as a set of dynamic
processes that may escalate from restrained confrontations over limited issues to devastating ethnic warfare and genocide. Throughout,
Williams attends to present-day realities and continually reminds readers that ethnic conflict has human significance and lasting effects. His
analysis implies that the military and political behavior of the United States profoundly affects whether faraway places attempt ethnic
cooperation or shatter into deadly conflict. The Wars Within ends on a note of mild hope as Williams provides an overview of ways to prevent,
moderate, or resolve severe intrastate violence.
The remarkable autobiography of Paul Rusesabagina, the globally-recognized human rights champion whose heroism inspired the film Hotel
Rwanda “Fascinating…your book is called An Ordinary Man, yet you took on an extraordinary feat with courage, determination, and
diplomacy.” – Oprah, O, The Oprah Magazine As Rwanda was thrown into chaos during the 1994 genocide, Rusesabagina, a hotel manager,
turned the luxurious Hotel Milles Collines into a refuge for more than 1,200 Tutsi and moderate Hutu refugees, while fending off their wouldbe killers with a combination of diplomacy and deception. In An Ordinary Man, he tells the story of his childhood, retraces his accidental path
to heroism, revisits the 100 days in which he was the only thing standing between his “guests” and a hideous death, and recounts his
subsequent life as a refugee and activist.
Presents both hard facts and military, social, and political histories of the world's one hundred most violent events, from the second Persian
War in 480 BCE to the modern war in the Congo.
The conflict in Rwanda and the Great Lakes in 1994-1996 attracted the horrified attention of the world's media, diplomats and aid workers
struggling to make sense of the bloodshed. This study shows how the post-genocide regime in Rwanda managed to impose a simple,
persuasive account of Central Africa's crises upon international commentators, and explains the ideological underpinnings of this official
narrative. It is a sobering analysis of how simple, persuasive, but fatally misleading analysis of the situation led to policy errors that
exacerbated the original crisis.
"In the courtroom and the classroom, in popular media, public policy, and scholarly pursuits, the Holocaust-its origins, its nature, and its
implications-remains very much a matter of interest, debate, and controversy. Arriving at a time when a new generation must come to terms
with the legacy of the Holocaust or forever lose the benefit of its historical, social, and moral lessons, this volume offers a richly varied, deeply
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informed perspective on the practice, interpretation, and direction of Holocaust research now and in the future. In their essays the authors-an
international group including eminent senior scholars as well those who represent the future of the field-set the agenda for Holocaust studies
in the coming years, even as they give readers the means for understanding today's news and views of the Holocaust, whether in court cases
involving victims and perpetrators; international, national, and corporate developments; or fictional, documentary, and historical accounts.
Several of the essays-such as one on nonarmed "amidah" or resistance and others on the role of gender in the behavior of perpetrators and
victims-provide innovative and potentially significant interpretive frameworks for the field of Holocaust studies. Others; for instance, the
rounding up of Jews in Italy, Nazi food policy in Eastern Europe, and Nazi anti-Jewish scholarship, emphasize the importance of new sources
for reconstructing the historical record. Still others, including essays on the 1964 Frankfurt trial of Auschwitz guards and on the response of
the Catholic Church to the question of German guilt, bring a new depth and sophistication to highly charged, sharply politicized topics.
Together these essays will inform the future of the Holocaust in scholarly research and in popular understanding."--De l'éditeur.
In the spring of 1994 the tiny African nation of Rwanda exploded onto the international media stage, as internal strife reached genocidal
proportions. But the horror that unfolded before our eyes had been building steadily for years before it captured the attention of the world. In
The Rwanda Crisis, journalist and Africa scholar Gérard Prunier provides a historical perspective that Western readers need to understand
how and why the brutal massacres of 800,000 Rwandese came to pass. Prunier shows how the events in Rwanda were part of a deadly
logic, a plan that served central political and economic interests, rather than a result of ancient tribal hatreds -- a notion often invoked by the
media to dramatize the fighting. The Rwanda Crisis makes great strides in dispelling the racist cultural myths surrounding the people of
Rwanda, views propogated by European colonialists in the nineteenth century and carved into "history" by Western influence. Prunier
demonstrates how the struggle for cultural dominance and subjugation among the Hutu and Tutsi -- the central players in the recent
massacres -- was exploited by racially obsessed Europeans. He shows how Western colonialists helped to construct a Tutsi identity as a
superior racial type because of their distinctly "non-Negro" features in order to facilitate greater control over the Rwandese. Expertly leading
readers on a journey through the troubled history of the country and its surroundings, Prunier moves from the pre-colonial Kingdom of
Rwanda, though German and Belgian colonial regimes, to the 1973 coup. The book chronicles the developing refugee crisis in Rwanda and
neighboring Uganda in the 1970s and 1980s and offers the most comprehensive account available of the manipulations of popular sentiment
that led to the genocide and the events that have followed. In the aftermath of this devastating tragedy, The Rwanda Crisis is the first cleareyed analysis available to American readers. From the massacres to the subsequent cholera epidemic and emerging refugee crisis, Prunier
details the horrifying events of recent years and considers propsects for the future of Rwanda.
"Prunier's elucidation of Rwanda's history seems to me to be beyond praise. He has reconstructed the entire process by which a through
modern genocide was planned. He has read all the documents. He has interviewed both perpetrators and survivors. He has anatomized the
cold process of mass murder in both theory and practice." Christopher Hitchens, Washington Post.
*** Law and Order
Genocide.

This book documents the devastating effects of genocide in the world's most destructive human environments since the
end of World War II and explores why such events still occur.
The definitive account of the Rwandan genocide--voted Best Book on Africa by Foreign Affairs.
The Somali people are fiercely nationalistic. Colonialism split them into five segments divided between four different
powers. Thus decolonization and pan-Somalism became synonymous. In 1960 a partial reunification took place between
British Somaliland and Somalia Italiana. Africa Confidential wrote at the time that the new Somali state would never be
beset by tribal division but this discounted the existence of powerful clans within Somali society and the persistence of
colonial administrative cultures. The collapse of parliamentary democracy in 1969 and the resulting army--and
clanic--dictatorship that followed led to a civil war in the 'perfect' national state. It lasted fourteen years in the British North
and is still raging today in the 'Italian' South. Somaliland re-birthed itself through an enormous solo effort but the viable
nation so recreated within its former colonial borders was never internationally recognized and still struggles to exist
economically and diplomatically. This book recounts an African success story where the peace so widely acclaimed by
the international community has had no reward but its own lonely achievement.
The Great Lakes region of Africa has seen dramatic changes. After a decade of war, repression, and genocide, loosely
allied regimes have replaced old-style dictatorships. The Path of a Genocide examines the decade (1986-97) that
brackets the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. This collection of essays is both a narrative of that event and a deep
reexamination of the international role in addressing humanitarian issues and complex emergencies.Nineteen donor
countries and seventeen multilateral organizations, international agencies, and international nongovernmental
organizations pooled their efforts for an in-depth evaluation of the international response to the conflict in Rwanda.
Original studies were commissioned from scholars from Uganda, Rwanda, Zaire, Ethiopia, Norway, Great Britain, France,
Canada, and the United States. While each chapter in this volume focuses on one dimension of the Rwanda conflict,
together they tell the story of this unfolding genocide and the world's response.The Path of a Genocide offers readers a
perspective in sharp contrast to the tendency to treat a peace agreement as the end to conflict. This is a detailed effort to
make sense of the political crisis and genocide in Rwanda and the effects it had on its neighbors.
Discusses different types of wars, changes in the way wars are fought, and weapons, and explains how to create and
interpret the charts, tables, and graphs used to display different types of information about war and conflict.
Thoroughly revised to include 25 conflicts not covered in the previous edition, as well as expanded and updated
information on previous coverage, this illustrated reference presents descriptions and analyses of more than 170
significant post-World War II conflicts around the globe. Organized by region for ease of access, "Encyclopedia of
Conflicts Since World War II, Second Edition" provides clear, in-depth explanations of events not covered in such detail
in any other reference source. Including more than 180 detailed maps and 150 photos, the set highlights the conflicts that
dominate today's headlines and the events that changed the course of late twentieth-century history.
Previous edition, 1st, published in 2000.
United Nations Peacekeeping in Africa provides an exploration of United Nations military intervention in Africa, from its
beginnings in the Congo in 1960 to the new operations of the twenty-first century. The scene is set by an examination of
the theoretical bases both of United Nations peacekeeping and of Africa’s post-independence politics and international
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relations. The peacekeeping project in Africa is then described on a region by region basis – Central Africa, Southern
Africa, West Africa, the Horn and Trans-Saharan Africa – with comparisons and contrasts within and between each part
of Africa highlighted throughout. A number of key questions are considered: how have developments in the broader
international system affected conflicts in Africa? what are the internal and external forces which have caused African
states to ‘fail’ and ‘collapse’? how have external powers ‘used’ UN Peacekeeping in pursuit of their own political
agendas? what determines success and failure in African peacekeeping? are there African solutions to African problems
which could supplant UN involvement? As well as providing an account of UN involvement, the book is concerned to
explore the long historical origins of the African conflicts with which the UN has been engaged. Written in an engaging
and accessible manner, United Nations Peacekeeping in Africa provides an invaluable examination of the complex
issues surrounding UN interventions in Africa.
Describes the author's experience of the 1994 Rwandan genocide, her attempts to find meaning in the aftermath of the
violence, the solace she found in religion, and her eventual move to the United States.
Through a rigorous critique of the dominant narrative of the Rwandan genocide, Collins provides an alternative argument
to the debate situating the killings within a historically-specific context and drawing out a dynamic interplay between
national and international actors.
In 1994 up to one million people were killed in Rwanda in a deliberate, public and political campaign. For five years,
Linda Melvern has worked on the story of this great crime, and this book, a classic piece of investigative journalism, is the
result. The new and startling information this book contains has the making of an international scandal. Melvern reveals
how the great powers failed to heed the warnings of the coming catastrophe, andrefused to recognize the genocide when
it began, ignoring obligations under international law, specifically the genocide convention. A set of secret documents
leaked to the author from within the Security Council proves that the circumstances of the genocide were suppressed or
ignored.
What can we do to prevent more atrocities from happening in the future, and to stop the ones that are happening right
now? That the World May Know tells the powerful and moving story of the successes and failures of the modern human
rights movement. Drawing on firsthand accounts from fieldworkers around the world, the book gives a painfully clear
picture of the human cost of confronting inhumanity in our day.
In the horrific events of the mid-1990s in Rwanda, tens of thousands of Hutu killed their Tutsi friends, neighbors, even
family members. That ghastly violence has overshadowed a fact almost as noteworthy: that hundreds of thousands of
Hutu killed no one. In a transformative revisiting of the motives behind and specific contexts surrounding the Rwandan
genocide, Lee Ann Fujii focuses on individual actions rather than sweeping categories. Fujii argues that ethnic hatred and
fear do not satisfactorily explain the mobilization of Rwandans one against another. Fujii's extensive interviews in
Rwandan prisons and two rural communities form the basis for her claim that mass participation in the genocide was not
the result of ethnic antagonisms. Rather, the social context of action was critical. Strong group dynamics and established
local ties shaped patterns of recruitment for and participation in the genocide. This web of social interactions bound
people to power holders and killing groups. People joined and continued to participate in the genocide over time, Fujii
shows, because killing in large groups conferred identity on those who acted destructively. The perpetrators of the
genocide produced new groups centered on destroying prior bonds by killing kith and kin.
White House Staff and Office Files - National Security Council - Multilateral and Humanitarian Affairs - Schwartz, Eric Rwanda, 1994.
The book examines, among other issues, the emergence of civil war as a result of political struggles. The construction of
Africa as the 'other' has meant that factors commonly used to explain war elsewhere have been neglected in
SubSaharan Africa. The political power struggle which evolved around the state is at the forefront of the analysis of civil
war and societal conflict.
In this impressive book, Edward S. Herman and David Peterson examine the uses and abuses of the word “genocide.”
They argue persuasively that the label is highly politicized and that in the United States it is used by the government,
journalists, and academics to brand as evil those nations and political movements that in one way or another interfere
with the imperial interests of U.S. capitalism. Thus the word “genocide” is seldom applied when the perpetrators are U.S.
allies (or even the United States itself), while it is used almost indiscriminately when murders are committed or are
alleged to have been committed by enemies of the United States and U.S. business interests. One set of rules applies to
cases such as U.S. aggression in Vietnam, Israeli oppression of Palestinians, Indonesian slaughter of so-called
communists and the people of East Timor, U.S. bombings in Serbia and Kosovo, the U.S. war of “liberation” in Iraq, and
mass murders committed by U.S. allies in Rwanda and the Republic of Congo. Another set applies to cases such as
Serbian aggression in Kosovo and Bosnia, killings carried out by U.S. enemies in Rwanda and Darfur, Saddam Hussein,
any and all actions by Iran, and a host of others. With its careful and voluminous documentation, close reading of the
U.S. media and political and scholarly writing on the subject, and clear and incisive charts, The Politics of Genocide is
both a damning condemnation and stunning exposé of a deeply rooted and effective system of propaganda aimed at
deceiving the population while promoting the expansion of a cruel and heartless imperial system.
A long list of countries - labelled outcasts, pariahs and rogues - have failed to meet international standards of good conduct. In the Cold War
years Rhodesia, Israel, Chile, Taiwan and South Africa, among others, featured among the ranks of the disreputable. In modern world
politics, the serious sinners not only include states: terrorists, rebels, criminals and mercenaries also participate in the great game of who gets
what, when and how. Highlighting the rules of good behaviour that both state and non-state actors have violated, Geldenhuys takes a novel
approach that breaks through the narrow parameters of the rogue state paradigm and of other state-centric perspectives.
The Politics of GenocideNYU Press
This major new global history of the twentieth century is written by four prominent international historians for first-year undergraduate level
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and upward. Using their thematic and regional expertise, the authors have produced an authoritative yet accessible account of the history of
international relations in the last century, covering events in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa and the Americas. They focus on the history
of relations between states and on the broad ideological, economic and cultural forces that have influenced the evolution of international
politics over the past one hundred years. Among the areas this book covers are: the decline of European hegemony over the international
order the diffusion of power to the two superpowers the rise of newly independent states in Asia and Africa the course and consequences of
the three major global conflicts of the twentieth century: the Great War, the Second World War and the Cold War. This is an absolutely
essential book in the study of twentieth century history. Students will find themselves lacking without it.
"Seeks to dispel the myths and clichaes surrounding contemporary perceptions of Ethiopia by providing a rare overview of the country's
recent history, politics and culture. Explores the unique features of this often misrepresented country as it strives to make itself heard in the
modern world"-- Publisher description.
A comprehensive, clearly presented and accessible text covering the totality of the peacekeeping experience since the early twentieth
century. This is essential reading for all undergraduates on politics, international relations and contemporary history programmes. It is also an
excellent resource for taught postgraduate courses in these subject areas. The narrative is primarily chronological; key themes such as
legality and 'collective security' are traced throughout. The chronology is based on the key periods in the development of peacekeeping,
marking stages in the evolution of the concept determined by changes in the nature of the international system over the past six decades.
Why did the Armenian genocide erupt in Turkey in 1915, only seven years after the Armenian minority achieved civil equality for the first time
in the history of the Ottoman Empire? How can we explain the Rwandan genocide occurring in 1994, after decades of relative peace and
even cooperation between the Hutu majority and the Tutsi minority? Addressing the question of how the risk of genocide develops over time,
On the Path to Genocide contributes to a better understand why genocide occurs when it does. It provides a comprehensive and comparative
historical analysis of the factors that led to the 1915 Armenian genocide and the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, using fresh sources and
perspectives that yield new insights into the history of the Armenian and Rwandan peoples. Finally, it also presents new research into
constraints that inhibit genocide, and how they can be utilized to attempt the prevention of genocide in the future.
This book examines US interventions in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda -- two countries whose post-independence
histories are inseparable. It analyzes the US campaigns to prevent Patrice Lumumba from turning the DR Congo into a sovereign,
democratic, prosperous republic on a continent where America’s ally apartheid South Africa was hegemonic; America’s installation of and
support for Mobutu to keep the region under neo-colonial control; and America’s pre-emption of the Africa-wide movement for multiparty
democracy in Rwanda and Zaire in the 1990s by supporting Paul Kagame’s Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF). In addition, the book discusses
the concepts of African development, democracy, genocide, foreign policy, and international politics.
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